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Outline of the chapter

In this chapter, give a short overview of different approaches for modelling free surface flows
and interface evolutions problems.
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Free surface flows and interface evolution problems

1 Modelling free surface flows problems

1.1 Physical considerations

• Free surface flows can manifest under various situations and manyfold shapes.

• In physics, a free surface is the surface of a fluid that is subject to zero parallel shear stress,
such as the interface between two homogeneous fluids.

• A liquid in a gravitational field will form a free surface if unconfined from above. Under
mechanical equilibrium this free surface must be perpendicular to the forces acting on the
liquid; if not there would be a force along the surface, and the liquid would flow in that
direction.

• In a free liquid that is not affected by outside forces, internal attractive forces only play a role
(e.g. Van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonds). Its free surface will assume the shape with
the least surface area for its volume: a perfect sphere. Such behaviour can be expressed in
terms of surface tension.
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.1 Physical considerations

• A free surface is generated every time that two immiscible fluids get in contact. They can
give raise to jets, bubbles, droplets or films.

• This kind of fluids are encountered in a variety of different applications, such as waves in rivers,
lakes and oceans and the way they interact with solid media (boats, coasts, etc.), injection,
moulding and extrusion of polymers and liquid metals, chemical reactors or bioreactors, etc.

 1. INTRODUCTION 2

/LTXLG²VROLG�IORZV FRQVLVW�RI�WKH�WUDQVSRUW�RI�VROLG�SDUWLFOHV� LQ�OLTXLG�
IOR ��0RUH�DSSURSULDWHO\�WHUPHG�DV�OLTXLG²SDUWLFOH�IORZV RU�VOXUU\�IORZV�
WKH\�FDQ�DOVR�EH�FDWHJRUL]HG�DV�GLVSHUVHG�IORZV LQ�ZKLFK�WKH�OLTXLG�UHSUH�
VHQWV�WKH�FRQWLQXRXV�SKDVH��,Q�FRPSDULVRQ�WR�JDV²SDUWLFOH�IORZV� WKH�OLT�
XLG� DQG� VROLG�SKDVHV� DUH�PDLQO\�GULYHQ�E\� DQG� UHVSRQG� ODUJHO\� DV� RQH�
WR�SUHVVXUH�JUDGLHQWV�VLQFH�WKH�GHQVLW\�UDWLR�EHWZHHQ�SKDVHV�LV�QRUPDOO\�
ORZ� DQG� WKH� GUDJ� EHWZHHQ� SKDVHV� LV� VLJQLILFDQWO\ KLJK� LQ� VXFK� IORZV�
2I� VLJQLILFDQW FRQFHUQ� LV� WKH� VHGLPHQWDWLRQ�EHKDYLRXU� RI� VROLG�SDUWLFOHV�
ZLWKLQ�WKH�OLTXLG�IOR ��ZKLFK�LV�VWURQJO\�JRYHUQHG�E\�WKH�VL]H�RI�SDUWLFOHV�
RI�WKH�GLVSHUVHG�SKDVH�DQG�WKH�IORZ�FRQGLWLRQV�RI�WKH�FRQWLQXRXV�SKDVH
*DV²OLTXLG� � RZV� FDQ�� LQ� SULQFLSOH�� DVVXPH� VHYHUDO� GLIIHUHQW� FRQ� J�

XUDWLRQV��2QH� H[DPSOH� LV� WKH�PRWLRQ� RI� EXEEOHV� LQ� D� OLTXLG� � RZ��ZKLOH�
DQRWKHU�LV�WKH�PRWLRQ�RI�OLTXLG�GURSOHWV�LQ�D�JDV��7KHVH�WZR�H[DPSOHV�FDQ�
DOVR�EH�FDWHJRUL]HG�DV�GLVSHUVHG�� RZV��)RU�WKH�� UVW�H[DPSOH��WKH�OLTXLG�LV�
WDNHQ�DV�WKH�FRQWLQXRXV�SKDVH�DQG�WKH�EXEEOHV�DUH�FRQVLGHUHG�DV�GLVFUHWH�
FRQVWLWXHQWV� RI� WKH� GLVSHUVHG� SKDVH�� )RU� WKH� VHFRQG� H[DPSOH�� WKH� JDV��
KRZHYHU��LV�WDNHQ�DV�WKH�FRQWLQXRXV�SKDVH�DQG�WKH�GURSOHWV�DUH�QRZ�FRQ�
VLGHUHG�DV�WKH� � QLWH� � XLG�SDUWLFOHV�RI�WKH�GLVSHUVHG�SKDVH��6LQFH�EXEEOHV�
RU�GURSOHWV�DUH�SHUPLWWHG�WR�GHIRUP�IUHHO\�ZLWKLQ�WKH�FRQWLQXRXV�SKDVH��
WKH\� FDQ� WDNH� RQ� GLIIHUHQW� JHRPHWULFDO� VKDSHV�� VSKHULFDO�� HOOLSWLFDO�� GLV�
WRUWHG��WRURLGDO��FDS�DQG�VR�RQ��,Q�DGGLWLRQ�WR�GLVSHUVHG�� RZV��JDV²OLTXLG�
� RZV�RIWHQ�H[KLELW�RWKHU�FRPSOH[�LQWHUIDFLDO�VWUXFWXUHV��QDPHO\��VHSDUDWHG�
� RZV� DQG�PL[HG� RU� WUDQVLWLRQDO� � RZV�� )LJXUH� ���� VXPPDUL]HV� WKH� YDUL�
RXV�FRQ� JXUDWLRQV�WKDW�FDQ�EH�IRXQG�IRU�JDV²OLTXLG�� RZV��,VKLL�	�+LELNL��
�������7KH�WUDQVLWLRQDO�RU�PL[HG� � RZV�GHQRWH�WKH�WUDQVLWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�WKH�
GLVSHUVHG�� RZV�DQG�VHSDUDWHG�� RZV��ZKLFK�LV�REYLRXVO\�FKDUDFWHUL]HG�E\�
WKH�SUHVHQFH�RI�ERWK�RI� WKHVH� � RZV��7KH�FKDQJH�RI� LQWHUIDFLDO� VWUXFWXUHV�
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.1 Physical considerations

• Depending upon spatial and temporal scales involved, processes like heat transfer, surface
tension, laminar to turbulent transition, compressibility and chemical reactions, interaction
with solids, might have a relevant impact on the flow behavior.

• The solution of these types of problems is complex since the boundary between the two fluids
is not known a priori and it is part of the solution.

• In what follows we will focus on laminar flows for viscous newtonian fluids, subject to surface
tension; in these circumstances, the flow can be described by the incompressible unsteady
Navier-Stokes equations.

• Several difficulties may jeopardize the resolution: large jumps of viscosity and density between
the fluids must be properly taken into account and resolved to satisfy momentum balance,
mass conservation is especially important in interfacial flows, the surface tension force must
be considered in the model and accurately evaluated, the resolution of the interface must be
preserved at all stages, even in the extreme cases of folding, merging and breaking.
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.2 Navier-Stokes equations with variable parameters

• We consider the general case of a viscous incompressible flow whose density ρ and dynamical
viscosity µ vary both in space and in time.

• Within a given open bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rd , the evolution of the fluid velocity u = u(x, t)

and pressure p = p(x, t) are modelled by the following equations:



ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u

)
− 2 div(µD(u)) +∇p = f , in Ω , t > 0 ,

div u = 0 , in Ω , t > 0 ,
(1.1)

in which D(u) = 1
2(∇u + ∇uT ) is the symmetric gradient of u, the rate of deformation

tensor, and f denotes a body force acting on the fluid.

• These equations must be supplemented by suitable initial and boundary conditions(see here-
after).
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.2 Navier-Stokes equations with variable parameters

• In case the density ρ is constant we get the following form:




∂u

∂t
− div(ν(∇u +∇uT )) + (u · ∇)u +∇p = f , in Ω , t > 0 ,

div u = 0 , in Ω , t > 0 ,
(1.2)

in which ν = µ/ρ is the kinematic viscosity.

• Note that incompressibility is not in contradiction with variable density. Incompressibility
means that one fluid parcel does not change volume and thus density, whereas variable
density means that different fluid parcels may have different densities.

• The last two terms of the left hand side of the first equation (1.2) can be rewritten as
− div σ(u, p), where

σ(u, p) = −pI + 2µD(u) ,

is the Cauchy stress tensor (see Chapter 1).
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.2 Navier-Stokes equations with variable parameters

• An equation for the density function ρ can be obtained from the mass balance equation




Dρ

Dt
=
∂ρ

∂t
+ u · ∇ρ = 0 , in Ω, t > 0 ,

ρ|t=0 = ρ , in Ω ,
(1.3)

where D
Dt indicates the material derivative.

In those cases in which viscosity µ can be expressed in terms of the density, that is µ = µ(ρ),
this relation, together with (1.3), provides the model for the evolution of ρ and µ.

• The analysis of the coupled problem (1.1)-(1.3) is a hard topic (cf. Lions, 1996).

A global existence result can be proven if f = ρg and σ = 0.
This proof requires Ω to be a smooth, bounded, connected open subset of Rd , and that
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on the whole boundary.
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.2 Navier-Stokes equations with variable parameters

• If the initial and source data satisfy
ρ0 > 0 a.e. in Ω, ρ0 ∈ L∞(Ω), ρ0u0 ∈ (L2(ω))d , ρ0|u0|2 ∈ L1(Ω),
and g ∈ (L2(0, T ; Ω))d ,

then there exist global weak solutions which satisfy
p ∈ L∞(0, T ; Ω), ρ ∈ C([0,∞[;Lp(Ω)), for all p ∈ [1,∞[;
u ∈ (L2(0, T ;H1

0(Ω)))d , ∇u ∈ (L2(0, T ; Ω))d×d ;
and ρ|u|2 ∈ L∞(0, T ;L1(Ω)).

• Another result (Tanaka 1993) deals with the case where the surface tension coefficient γ is
different from zero but constant.

• Under some (stronger) regularity assumptions on the initial data, it has been proven that a
global solution exists for sufficiently small initial data and external forces.

• Moreover, local (in time) uniqueness is proved.
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.3 Boundary conditions

• We consider a splitting of the boundary ∂Ω of Ω into a finite number of components and
impose therein appropriate boundary conditions.

• Several kind of conditions are admissible, we restrict ourselves to free surface flows.

i) Dirichlet boundary conditions.

The Dirichlet boundary conditions prescribe the value of the velocity vector on ∂ΩD

u = g on ∂ΩD ⊂ ∂Ω .

They are used either for imposing a velocity profile on the inflow boundary, or to model a
solid boundary moving with a prescribed velocity. In the latter case they are said to be no-slip
boundary condition, as they impose the fluid not to slip but to stick at the wall.

As we have already noted (see Chapter 3), when Dirichlet boundary conditions are specified
on the entire boundary ∂Ω, the pressure is not uniquely defined. Using the Gauss theorem,
from equation (1.1), it follows that gD has to satisfy the compatibility condition

∫

∂Ω
gD · n ds = 0 .
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.3 Boundary conditions

ii) Neumann boundary conditions.

The Neumann boundary conditions prescribe a force h per unit area as the normal component
of the stress tensor

σ(u, p)n = 2µD(u)n − pn = h on ∂ΩN ⊂ ∂Ω , (1.4)

where n is the outer unit normal on ∂ΩN.

When h = 0 the subset ∂ΩN is called a free outflow.

For vanishing velocity gradients, the force h corresponds to the pressure on the boundary.

In other situations, h = −pen, where pe denotes the external pressure.

Neumann boundary conditions are used to model a given force per unit area gN on the
boundary.
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.3 Boundary conditions

iii) Mixed boundary conditions.

The mixed boundary conditions prescribe values of the normal component of the velocity
field, as well as on the tangential component of the normal stresses, that is:

u · n = g · n on ∂ΩD ,

(σ(u, p)n) · τ = (2µD(u)n) · τ on ∂ΩN , ∀τ ; τ · n = 0 .
(1.5)

The choice g = 0 models symmetry of the solution along ∂ΩD, but also free slip on ∂ΩD
without penetration. In this case we talk about free-slip boundary conditions.

In some situations, a smooth transition from slip to no-slip boundary conditions is desired. This
can be realized by imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions in the normal direction, as for the
free slip boundary conditions, and to replace the boundary condition in the tangential direction
by Robin boundary conditions, a linear combination of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
conditions.
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.3 Boundary conditions

iv) Robin Boundary conditions.

The Robin boundary conditions are a linear combination of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
conditions:

u · n = g · n on ∂ΩD ,

(ωCu + (1− ω)(2µD(u)n)) · τ = ωCgD · τ on ∂ΩN , ∀τ ; τ · n = 0 .
(1.6)

Here, ω ∈ [0, 1] determines the regime. For ω = 0, we have free-slip boundary conditions,
whereas for ω = 1, we have no-slip boundary conditions.

In practice, ω can be a smooth function of space and time, with values in [0, 1], allowing thus
a smooth transition between the two cases.

This holds for g = 0, but transition boundary conditions cover also the general Dirichlet case
for g 6= 0 and ω = 1. The weight C can be seen as conversion factor between velocities and
force per unit area.
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.4 Applications to free surface flows

• A free surface flow can be modeled by (1.1). In this perspective, the free surface is an interface
denoted by Γ(t), cutting the domain Ω into two open subdomains Ω1(t) and Ω2(t).

The initial position of the interface is known, Γ(0) = Γ0, and the interface moves with the
fluid velocity u.

On each subdomain, we have the constant densities and viscosities denoted by ρ1, ρ2, µ1

and µ2. We require ρ > 0 and µ > 0.

Ω2(t)

Σ

Γ(t)

Ω2(t)

Ω1(t)

CHAPTER 1. THE MODEL EQUATIONS

1n

Σ

Γ(t)

Ω2(t)

Ω1(t)

Figure 1.4: Example of configuration of bifluid flow computational domain.

Notice that there is no temporal derivative in this equation. Physically however, this
does not means that the flow is steady. This only reflects that the forces exerted on
the fluid are in a state of dynamic equilibrium as a result of a rapid diffusion of the
momentum. Hence, the transient character of the solution is related to the motion
of the two fluids and of the interface.

We have assumed that the surface tension effect must be taken into account at
the interface. Therefore, this system is endowed with conditions on the continuity of
the velocity and on the balance of the normal stress with the surface tension across
the interface [GLM06]: �

u1 − u2 = 0

(σ1 − σ2) · n1 = −γ κn1
(1.2)

where
– σ = µ(∇u + (∇u)t) − p I denotes the stress tensor,
– n1 is the unit exterior normal vector to Γ(t) of Ω1(t) pointing from Ω1(t) to
Ω2(t) (we assume that Γ(t) is sufficiently smooth),

– γ > 0 is the surface tension coefficient assumed to be constant along the
interface,

– κ is the signed mean curvature of the interface, being positive if the interface
curve/surface bends towards Ω1(t) and negative otherwise.

These equations are completed with some appropriate boundary conditions
on the outer boundary Σ. We can set the classical Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed

16

Figure 2: Computational domain Ω(t) composed of two or more subdomains.
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.4 Applications to free surface flows

• Density and viscosity are then globally defined as follows:

ρ(x, t) =




ρ1 in Ω1(t)

ρ2 in Ω2(t)
, µ(x, t) =




µ1 in Ω1(t)

µ2 in Ω2(t)
.

In order to model buoyancy effects, the gravitation force f = ρg, where g is the vector of
gravity acceleration, has to be introduced into the right hand side.

As the viscosity is discontinuous across the interface, momentum equation (1.1) can hold
strongly only at the interior of the two subdomains. The latter must therefore be coupled
with suitable interface conditions.

We denote by nΓ the interface unit normal pointing from Ω2 to Ω1 and by κ the interface
curvature, defined as

κ =
d−1∑

i=1

1

Rτi
, (1.7)

where Rτi denote the radii of curvature along the principal vectors τi . The sign of Rτi is
such that RτinΓ points from Γ to the center of the circle approximating Γ locally.
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.4 Applications to free surface flows

• The jump of a quantity v across the interface is denoted by [v ]Γ and defined as

[v ]Γ(x, t) = lim
ε→0+

(v(x + εnΓ, t)− v(x − εnΓ, t))

= v|Ω1(t)(x, t)− v|Ω2(t)(x, t) , ∀x ∈ Γ(t)

• The interface conditions then read

[u]Γ = 0 ,

[σ(u, p)nΓ]Γ = [−pnΓ + 2µD(u)nΓ]Γ = γκnΓ .
(1.8)

• The first equation is the kinematic interface condition, all components of the velocity are
continuous. The normal component has to be continuous because there is no flow through
the interface, whereas the tangential component(s) have to be continuous because both
fluids are assumed viscous (µ1 > 0 and µ2 > 0).
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1. Modelling free surface flows problems

1.4 Applications to free surface flows

• The second equation is the dynamic interface condition, the normal stress jumps by the
amount of the surface tension force. This force is proportional to the interface curvature and
pointing to the direction of the interface normal. The surface tension coefficient γ depends
on the fluid pairing.

Remark 1.1 Note that the evolution of the interface has to be compatible with the mass
conservation equation (1.1). Mathematically, this equation has to be understood in the
weak sense, i.e, in the sense of distributions, as the density is discontinuous across the
interface and its derivatives can thus only be interpreted weakly.

• As this form of the mass conservation equation is often not convenient for numerical simu-
lations, other equivalent models that describe the evolution of the interface Γ(t) have been
introduced.
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Free surface flows and interface evolution problems

2 Modelling interface evolution
• The immiscibility of two fluids is a result of the strong cohesion forces that exist between
their molecules and depends on the nature of the fluids.

The ease with which these fluids can be mixed is generally expressed with an experimentally
determined coefficient known as the surface tension. The larger the value of this coefficient,
the stronger the resistance for the fluids to be mixed is realized.

• In order to feasibly predict the interfacial structures and topographical distributions of the
different phases, the position of the interface must be properly determined.
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Figure 3: Different methods of representing the behaviour of immiscible fluid separated by an interface. (Yeoh, TU 2009).
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2. Modelling interface evolution

• An interesting particular case arises when Ω(t) is assumed to expand according to a normal
velocity function, i.e. u(x, t) is of the form:

u(x, t) = c(x)n(x, t) ,

with c(x) > 0. The problem is then equivalently described by a stationary function, the time
function T : Rd\Ω(0)→ R, defined as:

T (x) = inf{t ≥ 0 , x ∈ Ω(t)}

that is, for any x ∈ Rd\Ω(0), T (x) is the smallest time t at which Ω(t) reaches x .

• Incorporating homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition shows that the time function T is
solution of the Eikonal equation:

{
c |∇T | = 1 , in Ω(0)

T = 0 , on ∂Ω(0)
(2.1)
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2. Modelling interface evolution

• So as to select unambiguously a ‘physical’ behavior for T , solutions to (2.1) have to be taken
into account in a generalized setting, which happens to be that of viscosity solutions.

• The result of interest is the following:

Theorem 2.1 Assume Ω ∈ Rd is a bounded domain, and the normal velocity function c
is positive and uniformly continuous on Ω. Then, there exists a unique viscosity solution
to the Dirichlet problem (2.1).

• There is an interesting particular case in equation (2.1)
when a unit normal velocity field, c ≡ 1 is considered. It
then turns out that the unique viscosity solution to (2.1)
is the Euclidean distance function d(·, ∂Ω) to ∂Ω, defined
as:

∀x ∈ Ω , d(x, ∂Ω) = inf
y∈∂Ω

|x − y | .

This fact translates the regular spacing out of the level sets
of distance functions, as can be seen in the figure.

36 Chapter 1. The level set method

�

Figure 1.6: A domain �, together with several isolines of the distance function to ˆ�.

1.2 Numerical algorithms for the level set method
In this section, we discuss the numerical discretization of the level set advection equation, especially in

the case it can be put under Hamilton-Jacobi form (which will be the case at stake in applications in shape
optimization), namely: I

ˆ„

ˆt
+ v|Ò„|= 0 on (0, T ) ◊ Rd

„(0, .) = „0 on Rd
(1.13)

for given normal velocity field v, and initial function „0 which are both assumed to be bounded and uniformly
continuous. Actually, the theory of numerical schemes for (1.13) is part of a more general theory associated
to the numerical schemes for first order Hamilton-Jacobi equations of the form:

I
ˆ„

ˆt
+ H(x,Ò„) = 0 on (0, T ) ◊ Rd

„(0, .) = „0 on Rd
(1.14)

and arises as the particular case when H(x, p) = v(x)|p|.
For the sake of clarity, the whole forthcoming discussion holds in the two-dimensional case (d = 2),

without loss of generality.

1.2.1 Solving the Level Set Hamilton-Jacobi equation on Cartesian grids
Notations: Let N œ N, and �t = T

N a time step for the discretization of the time interval (0, T ), into
subintervals (tn, tn+1), n = 0, ..., N ≠1, with tn = n�t. The plane R2 is endowed with a Cartesian grid, with
step �x in the x-direction, and �y in the y-direction. For a numerical quantity „ defined at the vertices of
the grid, and for any i, j œ Z, denote as „ij the value assigned to the node xij := (i�x, j�y).

As we shall see, similarly to what happens in the case of systems of conservation laws, upwind quantities
play a key role in the device of numerical schemes for Hamilton-Jacobi equations. Denote the upwind
di�erence quantities:

D+x
ij „ = „i+1j ≠ „ij

�x
; D≠x

ij „ = „ij ≠ „i≠1j
�x

,

and likewise for D+y
ij „ and D≠y

ij „.
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

• Mathematical models must be capable of representing the multi-dimensional flow of incom-
pressible fluids possessing densities that vary both discontinuously and smoothly.

Smooth density variations might arise because the fluids are non-isothermal, whereas abrupt
variations are manifested at immiscible fluid interfaces.

• Incompressible flow algorithms shall maintain solution accuracy and simulation robustness in
the presence of density variations that are in general discontinuous (such as across interfaces).

• The method must model the gross topological change of any interface created within or
carried along with the flow.

And the method must be high fidelity, i.e., make effective use of the discrete data and be
sensitive to (or resolve) its spatial variation.
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

• In the case of free surfaces, the free surface is considered as the boundary of a moving domain
on which suitable boundary conditions are specified.

At the interior of the domain, a conventional fluid model is used; special attention however
should be paid to the fact that the domain is not fixed.

On the other side of the domain, the fluid, e.g. the air, may be neglected, or otherwise
modelled in a simplified fashion without explicitly solving it.

• Regardless of which method is employed, the essential features to properly model free surface
and fluid interface must include a scheme to describe the shape and location of a surface, an
algorithm to evolve the shape and location with time, and application of free surface boundary
conditions at the surface.

• We present now a brief overview of different approaches for modelling the evolution of an
interface Γ(t) in a fixed domain Ω.
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

i) Explicit interface representation: interface tracking

• The evolution of the interface can be described by using the Lagrangian coordinates.

Take a (virtual) particle X on the interface at t = t0 with Eulerian coordinates x ∈ Γ(t0).
For t ≥ t0, let X(x, t0; t) be the Eulerian coordinates of this particle.

The particles on the interface are transported by the flow field, hence for X(x, t0; t) we have
the ODE system





d

dt
X(x, t0; t) = u(X(x, t0; t), t0) , t ≥ 0 ,

X(x, t0; t0) = x .
(2.2)

and the interface Γ(t) can be characterized as follows

y ∈ Γ(t)⇔ y = x +

∫ t
t0
u(X(x, t0; τ), τ) dτ, x ∈ Γ(t0), t ≥ t0 .

For u(x, t) sufficiently smooth, this system of ODE has a unique solution. The smoothness
of X(x, t0; t) depends on the smoothness of u.
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

i) Explicit interface representation: interface tracking

• An interface can be represented explicitly by a set of markers on the interface Γ(t0) and
transported by the fluid velocity u to obtain the markers on the interface Γ(t0 + δt).

• In the case of marker points (Harlow, Welch, 1965), the connectivity of the interface between
the points is not known and has to be reconstructed whenever needed. To simplify this task,
additional markers are usually placed near the interface, marking Ω1 or Ω2.

• The advection of the markers is simple, and connectivity can change easily. However it is still
somewhat cumbersome to reconstruct the interface from the marker distribution. Typically,
it is necessary to redistribute the markers, introduce new ones or discard existing ones.

• Several markers can be connected to define a line or surface, hence regions or objects. The
evolution is modelled by the evolution of the objects. The connectivity of the interface is
thereby conserved, which solves the difficulty of pure marker methods.

• There is a drawback in turn: topological changes of the interface are allowed by the underlying
physics but not by this description.
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

i) Explicit interface representation: interface tracking

• Usually in interface tracking methods for two phase flows, the Lagrangian approach is used
only for the propagation of the interface markers. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved
on a fixed grid (i.e., an Eulerian approach, Fig.4).

• Thus one needs operators for the transfer of information between the interface and the
underlying fixed grid.

• Front tracking methods have been successfully applied in the simulation of two-phase flows.

170 6 Mathematical model

In these methods a collection of markers is put on a given interface ! (t0)
and then transported (numerically) by the flow field u to obtain the markers
on the interface ! (t0 +"t). The collection of markers on ! (t0) could be the
set of vertices of a triangulation of ! (t0). In such methods one usually has
to redistribute the markers after a certain number of time steps. In general
it is rather di!cult to treat topology changes (e.g. collision of droplets) in a
systematic and accurate way. Usually in interface tracking methods for two
phase flows the Lagrangian approach is used only for the propagation of the
interface markers. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved on a fixed grid (i.e.,
an Eulerian approach), cf. Fig. 6.1.

!!

Fig. 6.1. Front tracking on an Eulerian grid for the flow problem. The interface !
is represented by connected marker points.

Thus one needs operators for the transfer of information between the (mov-
ing) interface and the underlying fixed grid. Such front tracking methods have
been successfully applied in the simulation of two-phase flows. An overview
and detailed treatment of this technique can be found in [246, 243, 182]. Hy-
brid variants of this technique have been developed, for example so-called
arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods in which the interface (or sur-
face) is resolved by a mesh and this mesh is moved with the flow velocity
(Lagrangian interface tracking). In the interior flow domain a moving mesh
is used with a mesh velocity that generally di"ers from the flow velocity and
is taken such that strong mesh distortions are avoided. Such a mesh velocity
can be obtained, for example, as the solution of a linear elasticity equation
with a prescribed displacement on the boundary. Often the Navier-Stokes
equations are then formulated using a relative velocity, which is the di"er-
ence between the flow and the mesh velocity. Such ALE methods are very
popular for the simulation of fluid structure interaction (FSI) problems, in
which typically the movement of the boundary of the fluid domain is rela-
tively small. ALE techniques have also been applied in the numerical sim-
ulation of one-phase flows with a free surface or of two-phase flows, e.g.
[23, 28, 29, 117, 118, 185]. The Lagrangian interface tracking method can
also be combined with a pure Lagrangian approach for the Navier-Stokes
equations, based on an interior mesh movement that is based on the flow
velocity field, cf. for example [152, 145].

Figure 4: Front tracking on an Eulerian grid. The interface Γ(t) is represented by connected marker points (Gross, Reusken, 2011).
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

i) Explicit interface representation: interface tracking

• Hybrid variants of this technique have been developed, e.g. the so-called arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian (ALE) methods in which the interface is resolved by a mesh and this mesh is moved
with the flow velocity u (Lagrangian interface tracking).

In the interior flow domain a moving mesh is used with a mesh velocity that differs from the
flow velocity to prevent strong mesh distortions. Such a mesh velocity can be obtained, for
example, as the solution of a linear elasticity equation with a prescribed displacement on the
boundary (see hereafter).

Often the Navier-Stokes equations are then formulated using a relative velocity, which is the
difference between the flow and the mesh velocity.

• ALE methods are very popular for the simulation of fluid structure interaction (FSI) problems,
in which typically the movement of the boundary of the fluid domain is relatively small. They
have also been applied in the numerical simulation of one-phase flows with a free surface or
of two-phase flows.
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

ii) Implicit interface representation: interface capturing

• In front capturing methods, the interface Γ(t) is represented implicitly by the value of a scalar
function φ : Ω×]0, T [→ R that encodes at each point x to which subset Ωi it belongs.

• A transport equation solved for φ then describes the evolution of the interface.

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0 , t > 0 . (2.3)

By this feature, all implicit interface models share the advantage that topology changes of
the interface are possible in the model, and that these happen without special intervention.

• The VOF method

In the volume of fluid methods (VOF, Hirt, Nichols, 1981), we introduce a piecewise constant
function φ, as the characteristic function χ1 corresponding to Ω1, and the interface Γ(t) is
located at the discontinuity of the function φ.

Density and viscosity are simply defined as

ρ = ρ2 + (ρ1 − ρ2)φ , µ = µ2 + (µ1 − µ2)φ . (2.4)
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

• The VOF method

Note that the equation (2.3) is not well-defined in the classical sense, since χ1 is discontinuous
across the interface Γ(t).

Instead of using a weak formulation of (2.3) based on distributional derivatives one can also
eliminate the gradient operator by integrating this transport equation. Consider an arbitrary
(small, connected) fluid volume W ⊂ Ω. Integrating over W and integrating by parts yields

∂

∂t

∫

W
χ1 dx +

∫

∂W
χ1u · n ds , (2.5)

This equation can be seen as a weak formulation of (2.3) and has a clear physical interpre-
tation: it describes volume conservation. The change of volume of fluid 1 contained in W
equals the volume flux (induced by the velocity field u) across the boundary ∂W .
For an incompressible fluid, conservation of volume is equivalent to mass conservation.

In VOF-methods, approximations of the characteristic function χ1 are constructed based on
discretization of the conservation law (2.5).
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

• The level set method.

Dervieux, Thomasset (1980) defined the interface as the zero level set of a continuous
pseudo-density function and applied this method to flow problems. In constrast with volume
of fluid approaches, these methods allow to keep the interface sharp, as φ is defined as a
continuous function such that

φ(x, t) > 0 , x ∈ Ω1(t) ,

φ(x, t) < 0 , x ∈ Ω2(t) ,

φ(x, t) = 0 , x ∈ Γ(t) .

(2.6)

The auxiliary function φ is called level set function, because the interface Γ(t) is its zero level
set, its isoline (isosurface) associated with the value zero:

Γ(t) = {x ∈ Ω ; φ(x, t) = 0} . (2.7)
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

• The level set method.

The density and the viscosity can now be expressed in function of φ as

ρ = ρ2 + (ρ1 − ρ2)H(φ) , µ = µ2 + (µ1 − µ2)H(φ) , (2.8)

where H(·) is the Heaviside function

H(ξ) =

{
0 , ξ < 0

1 , ξ > 0 .

By construction, the interface stays sharp in a level set model, and the fluids remain immiscible.

The determination of the normals and the curvature of the interface are more straightforward.
In turn, as the relation giving ρ and µ is not linear, applying a conservative discretization of the
transport equation for φ does not ensure mass conservation of the fluid after discretization.
This is not a big problem however, as the mass error still disappears with grid refinement and
is outweighed by advantages of the level set formulation.
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

• The level set method.

The evolution of the free surface is described by the Cauchy problem for an advection equation
for the level set function





∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0 in Ω(t) , t > 0 ,

φ(x, 0) = φ0(x) in Ω(t) at t = 0 ,

φ = φin on Σin , t > 0 ,

(2.9)

where Σin is the inflow boundary

Σin = {(x, t) ∈ ∂Ω(t) , t > 0 ; u(x, t) · n < 0} .

The flow equations (1.1) and the level set equation (2.9) are therefore coupled.
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

• The level set method.

Equation (2.9) can be derived as follows:

A particle X with Eulerian coordinates x ∈ Ω(t) has a corresponding indicator value φ(x).
Let X(x, t0; t), be the characteristics as defined in (2.2), assuming that the velocity field
u(x, t) is sufficiently smooth.

• For t > 0 the level set function values φ(x, t) are defined by keeping the values constant
along characteristics, i.e.,

φ(X(x, t0; t), t) = φ(X(x, t0; t0), t0) , t > 0 ,

Differentiating this with respect to t results in the transport equation

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0 in Ω(t) , t > 0 . (2.10)
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

• The level set method.

This transport equation is of the same form as the one in (2.3). There are, however,
important differences.

Firstly, if the velocity field u(x, t) is sufficiently smooth, then the equation in (2.10) is well-
defined in its strong formulation, due to the fact that the initial condition φ(x, t = 0) = φ0(x)

is continuous.

Secondly, the interface Γ(t) can be characterized by the values of the level set function at
time t:

Γ(t) = {x ∈ Ω ; φ(x, t) = 0 } .

As already mentioned above, this is not the case for the characteristic function.

For the linear hyperbolic partial differential equation in (2.10), one needs an initial condition
and suitable boundary conditions, e.g. a Dirichlet boundary condition φ(x, t) = φD(x) on
the inflow boundary Σin.
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.1 Interface descriptions

• The level set method.

We can now verify that mass conservation is satisfied: using (2.8), we obtain formally

∂ρ

∂t
+ u · ∇ρ = (ρ1 − ρ2)

(
∂

∂t
H(φ)

)
+ u · ∇H(φ)

= (ρ1 − ρ2)δ(φ)

(
∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ

) (2.11)

where δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function.

With equation (2.9), we see that the third factor in this last equation is zero.

Hence equation (1.3) holds and the mass conservation is satisfied by the level set interface
evolution model.
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.2 Level set related quantities

• In the context of two fluid flows, the interface normal and curvature are of particular interest.

Namely the surface tension is proportional to the curvature and acting in the normal direction,
see Equation (1.8).

• The unit normal nΓ is orthogonal to all tangential directions τ ,which in turn are characterized
by the fact that the directional derivative of φ in any tangential direction must vanish:

∂φ

∂τ
= ∇φ · τ = 0 , on Γ .

The gradient of φ is this orthogonal to all tangential directions, and we can define the interface
unit normal by normalizing it

nΓ =
∇φ
|∇φ| . (2.12)

Remark 2.1 Note that nΓ points from Ω2 into Ω1. Moreover, as φ is defined not only on
the interface but in the whole domain, the expression for the normal generalizes naturally
to the entire domain.
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.2 Level set related quantities

• nΓ is a tensor of second derivatives of a smooth function and thereby symmetric. So it has
one more real eigenvalue, whose associated eigenvector must be nΓ, because the eigenvectors
of a symmetric tensor are orthogonal. It is easy to see that the respective eigenvalue is zero

(∇nΓnΓ)i =
d∑

j=1

(∂xinj)nj =
d∑

j=1

1

2
∂xi (nj)

2 =
1

2
∂xi |nΓ|2 = 0 ,

as |nΓ| = 1. Starting from equation (2.13), we obtain for the curvature

κ =
d−1∑

i=1

1

Rτi
=
d−1∑

i=1

κi = − tr(∇nΓ) = −∇ · nΓ ,

and using equation (2.12), we get

κ = −∇ ·
(
∇φ
|∇φ|

)
. (2.13)
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.3 Level set initialization

• The level set function φ0 which defines the position of the interface Γ(0) at t = 0 is not
uniquely defined. Multiple choices exist and can be used to our advantage.

We notice that steep gradients of φ make the numerical solution of equation (2.9) more
difficult, whereas flat gradients decrease the numerical stability when determining Γ(t) from
φ. A good compromise is thus the further constraint |∇φ| = 1.

• A function which fulfills this constraint is the signed distance function defined as:

∀x ∈ Rd , dΓ(x) =





−d(x, Γ(t)) in Ω1(t)

0 on Γ(t)

d(x, Γ(t)) in Ω2(t)

. (2.14)

• We choose φ0 representing an initial interface Γ(0) as φ0(x) = dΓ(x, Γ(0)).

• Since |∇φ| = 1, the expressions of the interface normal and curvature simplify further to

nΓ = ∇φ and κ = −∇ · ∇φ = −∆φ .
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2. Modelling interface evolution

2.4 Level set reinitialization

• In numerical simulations, level set functions must remain as close to signed distance functions
as possible. Unfortunately, the solution φ(t, ·) to the level set advection equation (2.9) is
likely to develop very sharp or loose variations in the vicinity of Γ(t) as t > 0 increases.

• It turns out crucial to periodically restore φ(t, ·) as the signed distance function to Γ(t).

• To generate the signed distance function dΓ, the most straightforward idea consists using
one of the available algorithms for the computation of the (signed) distance function to a
domain.

It is advisable to ‘regularize’ the (possibly very ‘irregular’) level set function φ0 into a new
one, which is close to dΓ (see hereafter).

• To this end, φ0 is used as the initialization of the redistancing equation:




∂ψ

∂t
+ sgn(φ0(x))(|∇ψ| − 1) = 0 for x ∈ Rd , t ≥ 0

ψ(x, 0) = ψ0(x) for x ∈ Rd
(2.15)
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Free surface flows and interface evolution problems

3 Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.1 Initializing level set functions

• Many level set functions can be associated to a domain Ω ⊂ Rd and the theoretical framework
developed in this chapter is independent of the choice of φ.

Unfortunately, things happen to be very different in numerical practice: too steep or too
loose variations of φ near Γ may cause instabilities in locating accurately Γ, or difficulties
in the computation of the normal vector or curvatures of φ by means of formulae such as
(2.12)-(2.13).

• This advocates for initializing a level set function for φ as the signed distance function dΓ to Γ.

• This signed distance function dΓ has furthermore the good taste of being smooth near Γ,
provided Γ is a smooth boundary.

• We describe hereafter several ‘classical’ algorithms for generating - or restoring - the (signed)
distance function to a domain on a computational support.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.1 Initializing level set functions

• The fast marching method on Cartesian grids.

The FMM is an iterative process which produces at each step n ∈ N a scalar numerical
quantity T := (T ni j )i ,j∈Z intended as an increasingly accurate approximation of d(·, Γ).

It relies first on an update strategy, according to which the values of T are computed in a
one-by-one, upwind fashion, mimicking the propagation of a front starting from Γ.

The nodes xi j of the Cartesian grid are parted into three categories:

◦ The accepted nodes : the nodes xi j at which the current value Ti j is assumed converged.
Once a value has become accepted, it is no longer updated.

◦ The active nodes : the nodes xi j ‘on the front’. One of their four neighbors is an accepted
node, and a first approximation (trial value) Ti j to the desired solution has been computed.

◦ The far nodes : the nodes whose values have not even been approximated (set to ∞).

At each iteration, the algorithms accepts one node, to be selected among the set of active
nodes. The set of active nodes is then redefined, and their values are updated according to
this new information about the front.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.1 Initializing level set functions

• The fast marching method on Cartesian grids.

The update procedure of the value T ni j of T
n at an active node xi j is the second key feature

of the algorithm. A trial value T̃ ni j is computed as the solution to the following equation,
which relies on the upwind discretization of the Eikonal equation (2.1):

√√√√√√√√√√√√√

max


max


T̃

n
i j − T

n
i−1j

∆x
, 0


 ,−min


T

n
i+1j − T̃

n
i j

∆x
, 0






2

+ max


max


T̃

n
i j − T

n
i j−1

∆y
, 0


 ,−min


T

n
i j+1 − T̃

n
i j

∆y
, 0






2
=

1

ci j
. (3.1)

Note that this rule is intrinsically upwind, since the derived value T̃ ni j is only influenced by the

values of T n at the four neighbors of x that are smaller than T̃ ni j . Only the accepted values
among the set {T ni−1j , T

n
i+1j , T

n
i j−1, T

n
i j+1} are used in the second order polynomial equation

(3.1),
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.1 Initializing level set functions

• The fast marching method on Cartesian grids.

The algorithm proceeds along the lines of the following sketch:

• Initialization:

1. Compute the exact distance function at the nodes of the cells which intersect Γ, and
classify them as accepted.

2. Use the local update procedure (3.1) to compute a trial value at the neighbor points to
the accepted points which have not been yet accepted, and classify them as active.

3. Classify all the remaining nodes as far, and assign them value ∞.

• Loop (while the set of active nodes is non empty):

1. Travel the set of active nodes, and identify the one with minimum trial value. This node
becomes accepted.

2. Identify the new set of active nodes, and compute a new trial value for each one of them,
using the local update solver (3.1) for the Eikonal equation.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.1 Initializing level set functions

• The fast marching method on Cartesian grids.

This algorithm produces a sequence (T ni j ) which converges towards the unique viscosity so-
lution to (2.1).

Furthermore, it can easily be seen that, if the computation is restrained to a large bounding
domain (e.g. a box), equipped with a Cartesian mesh consisting of N vertices, the fast
marching procedure converges within O(N log(N)) operations.

42 Chapter 1. The level set method

ÊTn
ij is larger than those values. In the end, Tn+1

ij is obtained as:

Tn+1
ij = min

1
ÊTn
ij , T

n
ij

2
.
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•
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Figure 1.8: The Fast Marching Method

To sum up, the algorithm proceeds along the lines of the following sketch:
– Initialization:

1. Compute the exact distance function at the nodes of the cells which intersect ˆ�, and classify
them as accepted.

2. Use the local update procedure (1.25) to compute a trial value at the neighbor points to the
accepted points which have not been yet accepted, and classify them as active.

3. Classify all the remaining nodes as far, and assign them value Œ.

– Loop (while the set of active nodes is non empty):
1. Travel the set of active nodes, and identify the one with minimum trial value. This node becomes

accepted.
2. Identify the new set of active nodes, and compute a new trial value for each one of them, using

the local update solver (1.25) for the Eikonal equation.
This algorithm produces a sequence (Tn

ij) which converges towards the unique viscosity solution to (1.11);
see [101] for a precise statement of this fact and a proof.

Furthermore, it can easily be seen that, if in practice, the computation is restrained to a large bounding
domain (e.g. a box), equipped with a Cartesian mesh consisting of N vertices, the Fast Marching procedure
converges within O(N log(N)) operations.

1.3.1.2 Extension of the Fast Marching Method to triangular meshes

Let us now give a hint of how the Fast Marching Method can be adapted to the context of a triangular
mesh of R2, using the notations introduced in section 1.2.2, and following the work [194].

Figure 5: The fast marching method on 2D Cartesian grid (Dapogny, 2013).
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.1 Initializing level set functions

• The fast sweeping method.

The fast sweeping method can be thought of as a speedup of the fast marching method.

If R2 is equipped with a Cartesian grid, the local update procedures for the computation of
new ‘trial’ values T̃i j are identical in both methods.

Nevertheless, in the fast sweeping method, the choice of a particular order for enumerating the
points of the grid makes it possible to enhance the computational efficiency of the method.

The FSM rests upon the following heuristics: equation (2.1) express a transfer of information
from the boundary Γ of the considered domain to the outer (or inner) medium.

This information is conveyed along the characteristic curves of the equation, originating at
points of Γ. Hence, sweeping the plane in the directions of these characteristic curves should
be enough to compute the values of T .

• Let us first try out this formal idea when c ≡ 1.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.1 Initializing level set functions

• The fast sweeping method.

The procedure reads as follows, for a set of nodes {xi j}−I≤i≤I
−J≤j≤J

of a Cartesian grid of R2:

• Initialization:

1. Compute the exact distance function at the nodes of the cells which intersect Γ.

2. The values Ti j at the remaining nodes are all set to ∞.

• successive loops: Travel the set {xi j} as:
1. For i = −I, . . . , I, for j = −J, . . . , J (up-right sweep),

2. For i = −I, . . . , I, for j = J, . . . ,−J (down-right sweep),

3. For i = I, . . . ,−I, ,for j = J, . . . ,−J (up-left sweep),

4. For i = I, . . . ,−I, for j = J, . . . ,−J (down-left sweep),

and, for each loop, update Ti j as Ti j = min(Ti j , T̃i j), where T̃i j is computed owing to the
local procedure (3.1).
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.1 Initializing level set functions

• The fast sweeping method.

In terms of computational cost, the FSM involves a fixed number of travels of the set of
processed grid points, and it is easy to see that the fast sweeping algorithm requires about
O(N) operations, where N is the total number of processed grid points.

When any positive function c0 is considered, things are not so simple.44 Chapter 1. The level set method

0

�

Figure 1.9: Some level sets of the distance function to a domain �, and characteristic lines (dotted) of
equation (1.11). These lines can be grouped depending on the quarter of the plane corresponding to their
directions.

The procedure reads as follows, when performed on a set of nodes {xij} ≠IÆiÆI
≠JÆjÆJ

of a Cartesian grid of R2:
– Initialization:

1. Compute the exact distance function at the nodes of the cells which intersect ˆ�.

2. The values Tij at the remaining nodes are all set to Œ.

– 2d successive loops: Travel the set {xij} ≠IÆiÆI
≠JÆjÆJ

as:

1. For i = ≠I, ...I, for j = ≠J, ..., J (up-right sweep),

2. For i = ≠I, ...I, for j = J, ...,≠J (down-right sweep),

3. For i = I, ... ≠ I, for j = J, ...,≠J (up-left sweep),

4. For i = I, ... ≠ I, for j = J, ...,≠J (down-left sweep),

and, for each loop, update Tij as Tij = min
1
Tij , ÊTij

2
, where ÊTij is computed owing to the local

procedure (1.25).
Note that this idea is readily generalized to the case of d space dimensions, except that 2d sweeps of the

set of processed grid points are necessary.
In terms of computational cost, the fast sweeping method involves a fixed number of travels of the set of

processed grid points, and it is easy to see that the fast sweeping algorithm requires about O(N) operations,
where N is the total number of processed grid points.

Of course, when an eikonal equation of the form (1.11,1.12) is considered, with any positive function c,
things are not so simple. The characteristic curves of the equation are no longer straight lines, and more
than 2d sweeps may be needed to achieve the convergence of the method (see figure 1.10).

Figure 6: Some level sets of the distance function to a domain Ω, and characteristic lines (dotted) of equation (2.1). These lines
can be grouped depending on the quarter of the plane corresponding to their directions. (Dapogny, 2013).
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.2 A numerical method for the advection equation

• Suppose the whole space Rd is endowed with a mesh T , and consider an associated Lagrange
finite element space VT .

Given a (physical) time step ∆t, a time interval [tn, tn=1], tn+1 = tn + ∆t, and an initial
state φ(·, tn), we intend to approximate the function φ(·, tn+1), where φ(·, t) is the unique
solution to the Cauchy problem:





∂φ

∂t
(x, t) + u(x, t) · ∇φ(x, t) = 0 , (x, t) ∈ Rd × [tn, tn+1]

φ(x, tn) = φin(x) ∀x ∈ Rd
(3.2)

• To this end, we only have an approximation ũ of the vector field u as well as a piecewise
affine approximation φt

n ∈ VT of φ(·, tn) = φin and we also look for an approximation of
φ(·, tn+1) as a function φt

n+1 ∈ VT
We only need to compute the desired approximation φt

n+1
(x) for every degree of freedom

x of the function space VT .
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.2 A numerical method for the advection equation

• We proceed within two steps:

• In a first step of time discretization, we compute an approximation X̃(x, tn; tn+1) of the
solution X(x, tn; tn+1) to the approximate characteristic curve at tn:





dX

ds
(x, s ; tn+1) = ũ(X(x, s ; tn+1), s) ,

X(x, tn+1; tn+1) = x
(3.3)

in which the exact velocity field u has been traded for its numerical approximation ũ. To
achieve this, any classical method for solving ordinary differential equations can be used.

For instance, introducing a subintegration time step δt � ∆t and subdividing ]tn, tn+1[=
⋃L
l=0]t l , t l+1[, with t l := tn + lδt, l = 0, . . . , L, Euler’s method writes:




X̃(x, tn+1; tn+1) = x

X̃(x, t l ; tn+1) = X̃(x, t l+1; tn+1)− δt ũ(X̃(x, t l+1; tn+1)) ,

for l = 0, . . . , L− 1.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.2 A numerical method for the advection equation

A more accurate Runge-Kutta method can be used instead for solving the ordinary differential
equation (3.3).

• Then a spatial approximation step is performed; ifK is a simplex of T such that X̃(x, tn; tn+1)

in K, we have

φin(X(x, tn; tn+1)) ≈ φin
(
X̃(x, tn; tn+1)

)

≈ φt
n (
X̃(x, tn; tn+1)

)

this expression being evaluated on basis of the discrete set of values of φn at the degrees of
freedom belonging to K.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.3 Mesh adaptation for the advection equation

• The main goal of mesh adaptation is to alter an initial mesh T in such a way its elements’
size and orientation allow to perform the computation of interest with optimal efficiency, i.e.,
fewer elements, and an enhanced accuracy.

• The local desired size, shape and orientation related information at a node x of mesh T
are stored in a Riemannian metric tensor field M(x), which may arise from various possible
preoccupations: a posteriori geometric error estimates, analytic error estimates, etc,.

• Given a metric tensor field M(x), defined at each point x ∈ Rd , we consider respectively
the length `M(γ) of a curve γ : [0, 1] → Rd , the volume VM(K) of a simplex K, and the
distance dM(x, y) between two points x, y ∈ Rd in the Riemannian space (Rd ,M):

`M(γ) =

∫ 1

0

√
〈M(γ(t))γ′(t), γ′(t)〉 dt , VM(K) =

∫

K

√
det(M(x)) dx ,

dM(x, y) = inf
γ∈C([0,1],Rd)
γ(0)=x,γ(1)=y

`M(γ) .
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.3 Mesh adaptation for the advection equation

• We aim at modifying mesh T so as to make it quasi-unit with respect to the metric M(x),

i.e., all simplices K have edge lengths lying in
[

1√
2
,
√

2

]
.

• We expect the anisotropic quality measure:

QM(K) = αd
VM(K)2

(∑na
i=1 `M(ei)

2
)
d

of all elements of the mesh to be as close to 1 as possible (where na = d(d + 1)/2 is
the number of edges of a d-dimensional simplex K, ei are the edges of K and αd is a
normalization factor).

• The underlying geometrical interpretation is that for any given node x0 of a quasi-unit mesh
T with respect to M(x), every element K ∈ T which shares x0 as a vertex fits ’at best’ in
the unit pseudo-ellipsoid

ΦM(x0) = {x ∈ Rd ; dM(x, x0) = 1} ,

which reduces to a true ellipsoid when M is constant over Rd .
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.3 Mesh adaptation for the advection equation

• To achieve such a mesh, we recall the classical L∞ error estimate for the Lagrange finite
element P1- interpolation error of a function φ of class C2:

Theorem 3.1 Let T a simplicial mesh of Rd (or a polyhedral subset of it) and φ a C2

function on Rd . Then for every simplex K ∈ T

‖φ− πT φ‖L∞(K) ≤
1

2

(
d

d + 1

)2

max
x∈K

max
y ,z∈K

〈|H(φ)|(x)yz, , yz〉 ,

where H(φ) is the Hessian matrix of φ and, for a symmetric matrix S ∈ Sd(R) which
admits the following diagonal shape in orthonormal basis S = P diag({λi}1≤i≤d)PT , we
denote |S| = P diag({|λi |}1≤i≤d)PT
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.3 Mesh adaptation for the advection equation

• This theorem expresses the idea that a mesh T suitable for the P1-Lagrange interpolation
of a smooth function φ, i.e., such that ‖φ− πT φ‖L∞(K) ≤ ε for a given tolerance ε > 0

and every simplex K ∈ T , can be roughly obtained as a quasi-unit mesh for the metric Mφ
defined at each vertex x of T by:

Mφ(x) = P (x)



λ̃1 0 . . . 0
... ... . . . ...
0 . . . 0 λ̃d


 P (x)T , (3.4)

where

λ̃i = min

(
max

(
c |λi |
ε
,

1

h2
max

)
,

1

h2
min

)
, |H̃(φ)|(x) = P (x)



|λ1| 0 . . . 0
... ... . . . ...
0 . . . 0 |λd |


 P (x)T

being an approximation of the Hessian of φ around node x , written here in diagonal form in
an orthonormal basis, hmin (resp. hmax) being the smallest (resp. largest) size allowed for
an element in any direction, and c being the above constant.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.3 Mesh adaptation for the advection equation

• In our applications, we are interested in modifying mesh T so that it becomes adapted to
both Lagrange P1-interpolation of functions φin and φ(·, t).

Such a mesh is built as a quasi-unit mesh according to the intersection Mφin ∩Mφ(·,t) of
metrics Mφin and Mφ(·,t) respectively adapted to φin and φ(·, t).

7.4. Mesh adaptation for the advection equation 261

Remark 7.3. Actually, we do not need to adapt the whole mesh T with respect to metric M„: as we
are mostly interested in an accurate approximation of the zero level sets of the considered functions by the
piecewise a�ne zero level sets of their P1-Lagrange interpolates, we only need to reach a quasi-unit mesh T
according to M„ in a vicinity of the 0 level set of „. See section 7.5.1 for a further discussion on this point.

In our applications, we are interested in modifying mesh T so that it becomes adapted to both Lagrange
P1 interpolation of functions „in and „(T, .). Such a mesh is built as a quasi-unit mesh according to the
intersection M„in fl M„(T,.) of metrics M„in and M„(T,.), respectively adapted to „in and „(T, .) (see figure
7.1 for an example).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.1: Rotation of Zalesak’s slotted disk of angle fi
4 : (a) adapted mesh at time t = fi, (b) adapted mesh

at time 5fi
8 , (c) mesh adapted to both interfaces ˆ�in and ˆ�(T ) (displayed in red), (d) zoom on the mesh.

In practice, our adaptation procedure is iterative: it starts with an initial function „in, on an adapted
mesh T in, adapted to metric M„in , and in order to compute an approximation „T of „(T, .), the advection

7.4. Mesh adaptation for the advection equation 261

Remark 7.3. Actually, we do not need to adapt the whole mesh T with respect to metric M„: as we
are mostly interested in an accurate approximation of the zero level sets of the considered functions by the
piecewise a�ne zero level sets of their P1-Lagrange interpolates, we only need to reach a quasi-unit mesh T
according to M„ in a vicinity of the 0 level set of „. See section 7.5.1 for a further discussion on this point.

In our applications, we are interested in modifying mesh T so that it becomes adapted to both Lagrange
P1 interpolation of functions „in and „(T, .). Such a mesh is built as a quasi-unit mesh according to the
intersection M„in fl M„(T,.) of metrics M„in and M„(T,.), respectively adapted to „in and „(T, .) (see figure
7.1 for an example).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.1: Rotation of Zalesak’s slotted disk of angle fi
4 : (a) adapted mesh at time t = fi, (b) adapted mesh

at time 5fi
8 , (c) mesh adapted to both interfaces ˆ�in and ˆ�(T ) (displayed in red), (d) zoom on the mesh.

In practice, our adaptation procedure is iterative: it starts with an initial function „in, on an adapted
mesh T in, adapted to metric M„in , and in order to compute an approximation „T of „(T, .), the advection

Figure 7: Rotation of Zalesak’s slotted disk of angle π/4: (a) adapted mesh at time t = π, (b) adapted mesh at time 5π/8 , (c)
mesh adapted to both interfaces ∂Ωin and ∂Ω(t), (d) zoom on the mesh.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.4 A look at velocity extension

• The level set advection algorithm uses a numerical approximation of the velocity vector field
solution to the Navier-Stokes equations.

The velocity field u is defined in Ω(t), however, the evolution of the interface Γ(t) depends
only on the flow field in its vicinity and not ont the whole domain.

Moreover, in case of complex displacements, sharp velocity variations may cause uncontrolled
oscillations and jeopardize the numerical stability of subsequent algorithms.

• To this end, we will only retain the normal component of the velocity vector field on the
interface Γ(t) and extend it consistently to the whole space Rd (or at least a neighbourhood
of Γ(t)) into another scalar field ũ.

Note that one could also chose to extend and regularize directly the velocity field θ = −vn.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.4 A look at velocity extension

• Let V be a Hilbert space which is composed of functions enjoying the desired regularity for
ũ, a a coercive bilinear form on V which is close to I (so that ũ is hopefully close to u).

Usual choices in our context are V = H1(Rd), and:

∀φ,ψ ∈ V , q(φ,ψ) = α2
∫

Rd
∇φ · ∇ψ dx +

∫

Rd
φψ dx , (3.5)

for a small α > 0, which can be interpreted as a regularization lengthscale.

• Then, ũ is searched as the unique solution in V to the variational problem:

∀φ ∈ V , q(ũ, φ) =

∫

Γ
vφ ds .

• This problem can be solved using a finite element method.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.5 Numerical examples

• A 2d rising bubble.

Study of the rising and the deformation of a single bubble under gravity in a fluid confined in
a rectangular domain Ω = [0, 4]× [0, 10].

initial configuration : circular bubble of radius r = 0.5 centered at [2, 1.5]

initial mesh contains 2, 494 nodes

boundary conditions : no-slip condition (u=0) on the horizontal walls and
free-slip condition (τ · σn = 0 and u · n = 0) on the vertical walls.

Reynolds number and Bond number (or Eotvos number) characterize the simulations:

Re =
ρ1
√
g(2r)3/2

µ1
, Bo =

4ρ1gr
2

γ
(3.6)

parameters : constant densities and viscosities
ρ1 = 100kg.m−3, µ1 = 0.1kg.m−1.s−1, ρ2 = 1.0kg.m−3, µ2 = 0.01kg.m−1.s−1, gravity
g = 9.81 10−3m.s−2.
surface tension γ = 6.10−3N.m−1.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.5 Numerical examples

• A 2d rising bubble.

Figure 8: A 2d rising bubble: computational domain, solution at time t = 5s, and at t = 10s.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.5 Numerical examples

• A 2d rising bubble.

Figure 9: Influence of the surface tension coefficient (from left-right, top-bottom): γ = 6e − 5, γ = 6e − 3, γ = 2.5e − 2 and
γ = 9e − 2.
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3. Finite element approximation of free surface flows

3.5 Numerical examples

• A 3d rising bubble.

bubble with diameter 0.5 m initialized at [0.75, 0.75, 1.0] in a domain Ω = [0, 1.5]2× [0, 4.5],
at low Reynolds number. The shape of the bubble deforms slowly and becomes dimpled
ellipsoidal and more distorted as time increases.

Figure 10: Solution at time : t = 0s, t = 2.0s, t = 4.0s, t = 8.0s and t = 10.0s.
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